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DISCOVER 
US

 SPECIAL EFFECTS, is a division of ZAKS Group that  is  a 
renowned  leader in providing events’technical performance 

with a 15 year acquired experience in the field.

We leverage our know-how and our creative flair for the 
success of your events. Our techniques are operated 

in concerts’ scenes,festivals,fairs, seminars , product launch, 
conferences and any other types of performances.

From space rentals and equipments’lease to worthy services
The special effect teamwill, at the best price, support you from 

the conception to the implementation of your event

Our company values are found through teamwork, 
a permanent research of quality ,a park of high –performance 

equipment and the passion of our trades.

We possess a rigourous control of our working tools.

Responsive, pragmatic and good technicians, we help you
  translate your ideas, your desirs and your will, with a strong 

added value of quality of service, attentive listening and advice





SOUND  
SYSTEM

     the comfort of listening during 
an event is essential! 

Special effects offers a wide 
choice of quality equipment for 

yourindoor or outdoor events

Convention, concert, fashion 
show, seminar or congress, our 
park in the ACOUSTICS caters  
for any diversity as well as the 
specificites of every occasion



    The light dressing 
creates the atmosphere and 

sublimates the venue of the event! 
the possibilities of highlighting

 an event are endless

SPECIAL EFFECTS audiovisuals offers a 
quality light rental service to highlight 
your events. Our team accompanies 
you from the creation of the lighting 

concept to its implementation.

LIGHTING



VIDEO 
RECORDING 

           High-performance translation systems for your international events in 
SEHEISER, BOSH and PHILIPS

SIMULTANEOUS
 TRANSLATION

 Entrust us with the recording and recording of your events 
and we will ensure you have the best quality with high 

level equipment such as SONY, BLACK MAGIC and PANASONIC



 

VIDEO
PROJECTION

The image and the video projection 
are essential in all events.

That's why we offer a complete range
 of elements to meet your needs in this 

field, in HD video projector, 
CHRISTIE / PANASONIC / WATCHOUT



I ntense moments of sensations. 
Our mastery in laser programming will meet your 

requirements for the projection of a corporate 
logo or product, very high level K-VANT

15 W RGB, 8 W RGB, 5 W Green

fogger Machine Confetti Machine CO2 Machine  

SPECIAL
EFFECTS

Foam Machine 

Laser 



You want your event to be spectacular? 
Enhance your party with special effects and showcase your event with 

a high-performance stageequipments! An original way to spice up 
your event, surprise and capture the attention of your guests

Flame Machine Volumetric tunnel Effect Bubble Machine 

Snow Machine 

Effect 



LED 
furniture

Take advantage of the 
glamorous and modern look of our bright 
furniture to sublimate your events 
with brilliance: gala evenings, 
weddings, stands, inaugurations, store 
decorations ... 
While remaining functional, transform a completely empty 
space into a living and welcoming one .



We offer a wide choice  of bright 
and picturesque decoration to give your 

space atouch of originality for your events: 
Receptions, cocktails,

weddings, private evening, gala evenings,
anniversaries and birthdays, seminars,

product launch...

LED
DECO

Starry sky

Bubble Wall

Garland

 X Magic bar LED

 
 LED dance floor



MAPPING

ARCHITECTURAL
PROJECTION

Mark the spirit of your 
guests by providing them
 with a unique interactive

 virtual projection 
experience, a system that 

makes visual communication 
more dynamic and spectacular. 

Considered as a tools of seduction, 
it offers a unique immersive and interactive experience for the 

passing by public and can be used in projection on the ground, on walls, 
or on ceilings, or on the three



LED
VIDEO
BALL

SPECIAL EFFECTS offers 
unrivaled deco performances with solutions tailored 

to the specific needs of each event: 
shopping center, showcase,conference, product launch, 

gala evening, tv set decoration, stand, concert retransmission



LED
SCREEN

The flexible Led curtain screen is designed to assemble and create 
all shapes and sizes, it can go to over 60m2 thanks to our modulars ! 
This LED screen is ideal for temporary or permanent indoor installations. 
It has a wide angle of view and will deliver a high quality of images.



PICTURE WALL

Opt for our services means choosing 
high quality, static or animated visibility for 

your gathering, whatever its nature, the image 
wall rental offers infinite configurations, 

The only limit is your imagination!



ALUMINUM
STAND



The modern fair stands are modular and combinable in various ways. Easily mountable 
and removable, they offer many possibilities for various solutions.Whether it is a stand in a row, 
corner, header, block, or island, the attractive and unique design of stands in 4D structure allows 
exhibitors to showcase their range of products on different surfaces ranging from 4m2 to 300m2.



EQUIPMENT
RENTAL

Its services range from simple rental to a complete realization 
turn key.  SPECIAL EFFECTS analyzes and realizes data sheet, 

general logistics, governs and ensures the preparation, 
assembly, operation and dismantling.

Sound,  static 
and 

automatic light

Clay paky-lyre-wash

Sky beam / City color



Scuppers  
and 
star tents

 

Our scuppers and star tents are the products you dare 
to imagine! At once elegant, well-designed and modular, 

they create the atmosphere of your event. 

Can accommodate up to  200 people standing, they are 
perfect to welcome your guests  during  a punctual 
or a  professional event as well as special reception



AUDIOVISUAL
FIXED

INSTALLATION

SPECIAL EFFECTS technologies is a 
department which specializes in 

the implementation of services in the field 
of sound , professional lighting 

and luminous electronic display systems

Piano bar

Mall

Villa and riad



SPECIAL EFFECTS technologies has proven itself by equipping cafes, restaurants, 
and  the most posh pubs of Casablanca and Marakech in screens, sound and light
 with professional sound solutionsusing high-profile brands (BOSE, ELECTO VOIVE, 

JBL, YAMAHA, L-ACOUSTICS ...)
 Leader of installations in sound engineering,and this  experience allows to equip a room

 (cinema, conference ...) in sound system, video projection and home automation. 

Special effects technologies is an official partner of major brands.

Night club

Theatre

Conference room



REFERENCES
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127, Oued Derra - Casablanca Morocco

 +212 5 22 01 47 35, +212 5 22 01 49 94
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